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5 Appendix 1: CLARIN old website usability testing report 
Summary: Three persons have tested CLARIN old website separately. The results and 
suggestions structured by functionality and testpersons follow further. Summarizing the 
testing, there is a lot of very well structured information on CLARIN structure, its 
advantages, resources, services, instructions to use them and even CLARIN history. 
This information can be better interlinked and organized in a more novice-user oriented 
way (at some point even the experienced users are novice-users, if they do not 
remember exactly what they need and where to find it). Interlinking, highlighting and 
re-structuring the logics of the website mostly requires quite mild changes that can 
significantly improve the usability. Creating the user account and subscribing to the 
newsletter need some technical changes (see further). Outdated links need to be 
replaced. At the points where the contribution of users is crucial to CLARIN, more 
encouraging language urging the users to take action or to get more information is 
suggested.  
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5.1 Home page 
Overall conclusion: a lot of helpful information for newcomers and regular visitors, and 
it would be good to have more detailed descriptions of the categories that the main page 
operates with, more metadata accessible on the subpages (What is showcases? etc).  

5.1.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ Home page has too much information. The instruction ‘New Users Start Here’ 

should be clearly visible.  
Ɣ http://www.clarin-d.de/de/ has a simple yet a good home page. 
Ɣ Twitter is either not working or there is no tweets on the home page. 

 
Ɣ Confusing (especially to new users) - the difference between applications (in 

upper left corner) and services? 

http://www.clarin-d.de/de/
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Ɣ Something has happened with Featured Resource search, it is not visible 

properly. 

 
Ɣ Well defined and visible user groups, which are missing from CLARIN main 

page. 
 

5.1.2 Testperson B 
Ɣ the blue Twitter box is too big and has no function (it could have a link to 

CLARIN´s account and/or show CLARIN´s last tweet), 
Ɣ  the Featured Resource above the Twitter box is not entirely visible (the 

search box is half visible) 
Ɣ CLARIN members (in the bottom of the main page): if you click on Austria … 
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… you will see this. 
 

 
  

Ɣ  It would be more convenient, if you could click on section title (for example 
Showcases or Featured Resource) to see the showcases or resources. Currently 
you have to look for the tiny blue text See more showcases below introduction 
text. 
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Ɣ What`s the difference between Featured Resource and Showcases? It would be 

nice if there were a short introduction for each section (at least on the subpage). 

  

5.1.3 Testperson C 
Ɣ The broad photo+news banner does not have a name. Are those most recent 

news? Popular news? all news? featured news?  
 

x There is “Log in” tab, but no “Sign up” or “Create new account” tab. There is 
a possibility that logging in and creating a new account is only necessary for 
some category of users, but in this case it would be good to indicate it: like 
“log in (contributors)” or similar. 
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Ɣ Applications hides “Popular content”. Not logical for me, maybe it is better to 
show it on the main page or to have a tab “popular content” on the main page?  

Ɣ Menu tile “Portal: New users start here” leads to the main page. It seems there 
is no need for a separate main pages for the new and experienced users.  

Ɣ Feedback from a vision impaired person (German): site does not have an 
automatic mobile version like clarin-d.de with main tiles and a drop-down 
menu, to find information you have to scroll sides quite a lot and you lose 
what you have read already.  
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5.2 2. Creating a new Account 
Benefits of creating an account are scattered in the subpages and not seen on the main 
page or on login page. The use of the features available for logged-in users is not 
explained anywhere. Drop-down menus and visually predefined phone number format 
are needed to assist the user. Obligatory and non-obligatory information indication 
should be consistent.  
 

5.2.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ On home page there is only Log In option, not explicitly creating new user. 

When creating new user, it is not explained why you even have to have a 
username. And the log in/create new user page looks visually different. 

 
Ɣ Verification code refresh is small, it took me some time to find it. 
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Ɣ CLARIN Partner is clear, but who belong to the member institute? Might be a 

dropdown menu for that. Explanation of  Telephone E.123 is strange, I don’t 
want to google what it means. There might be the beginning already present 
+3xxxxxxx. Why do you need postal address? Country could be obligatory? 

 
Ɣ You can’t change the Display Name (only for one session, then it turns back). 

 

5.2.2 Testperson B 
Ɣ CLARIN Identity – if you want to create a new account, then you have to fill 

account information and verification (mark with red asterisk). Personal 
information is volunteer (no red asterisk) (see pic I). If you fill only obligatory 
information, you will get an email, where you are still asked for personal 
information (see pic II). This is not user-friendly. 

I 
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II 

  
 

5.2.3 Testperson C 
Ɣ The slot asks for username, but in small letters e-mail address is asked. Both 

are working but the message is unclear.  
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Ɣ “Request new password” tab is good, both username and e-mail are working 
(two letters sent).  

 

 
 

Ɣ Registering a new account, I tried voice capcha and measured time, and it took 
me three tries and five minutes to register. Not bad!  

Ɣ User.clarin.eu allows possibilities for bookmarking pages, locking documents 
and having open and closed sign-ups, but no information is provided on either 
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possibilities. How to bookmark a page? What documents can be locked and 
how to do it? User does not see that anywhere.    

Ɣ While registering, I filled out the information on my relationship to CLARIN 
that went to the webmaster to grant permission. If it is not used elsewhere (as 
seems to be the case), it would be good to indicate it, because user might 
currently think it is his/her self-representation at the CLARIN logged-in user 
groups. Basically, it would be good to have such self-representations visible 
for the other users - and ourselves to be able to edit it when our affiliations or 
occupations change.  

Ɣ When you are a logged-in user already you still do not have access to the 
groups and projects and have to ask for it explicitly. But there is no 
information on that on user.clarin.eu.  

Ɣ I also created an additional test account just to check how pages are looking 
for a logged-in user and a logged-in user with a group access. No difference, 
but a technical bug: even if I log out of both the CLARIN mainpage and 
user.clarin.eu, it says to me “Access denied” when I try to click on “Create 
new account” section.  

 
 

Ɣ Very annoying: if I am logged-in, I do not get to the main webpage any more 
by default, “Home” shows me my groups only, and if I want to access 
something having a shortcut from the main page I have to use the site map and 
either to go through several menu options or remember exactly where it was 
(showcases, for instance). Or I need to remember where Portal for New Users 
is.  
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5.3 3. Using Search 
Overall conclusion: the indication of search results organizing criteria is needed, also indexing 
of the glossary and link to VLO as a resource-specific search. Maybe also the Federated Content 
Search to have everything interlinked and to promote searches. “Have not found what you are 
looking for? Try VLO for language resources and FRC for simultaneously searching multiple 
resources, or ask for help here” would be a very friendly approach.  

5.3.1 Testperson A 

 

 
Ɣ Only frequency list came through VLO, the search didn't work for 

Koondkorpus. 
Ɣ Searching for ‘Eesti’ resulted only in one hit. 
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Ɣ Search for ‘Estonia’: it is not sorted by time, might seem that it is sorted by 

relevance 

 
Ɣ Again - don’t understand the search result - on what basis? 
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Ɣ It should be stated that if you want to search for a specific resource then you’d 

have to something else (VLO..) not the search function on this page. 

 
Ɣ Searching for Sweden Centre (seems ok to search only with the keyword 

‘Sweden’) no matches for Swedish consortia come up. 
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Ɣ This search for citing CLARIN worked properly. 

 
Ɣ If you search ‘where to find resources’, then the update of VLO link appears 

among the last ones. 
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Ɣ There are two different links referring to Showcases. The Showcase I site 

should be removed; is it outdated? 
 

5.3.2 Testperson C 
Ɣ Would be great to know the search results organizing criteria. While searching 

for “CLARIN annual conference”, 2014 turned up before 2015 and 2016. 

  
Ɣ Searching abbreviations (FCS, CUNI, NCF) returns results where you can find 

the full name of entity but does not return the glossary - so if you do not know 
for sure there is glossary in the documentation, you would not find it.  
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Ɣ Searching for a specific resource “familiennamen databank” returns nothing. 
Would be good to indicate “Looking for a specific resource? Use VLO”.  
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Ɣ Searching for “Estonian centre” is successful even though spelling “center” is 

actually used. Good!  
 

 
Ɣ Searching for “depositing Estonia” or “depositing Germany” produces one 

relevant result. Good!  
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5.4 Subscribing to Newsletter 
Would be good to promote this possibility on the main page and to add it to the 
creating of account.  

5.4.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ Not clear what are the obligatory fields. Maybe the newsletter subscription 

option should be together with creating new users account. Also it took more 
than expected to find the newsletter subscription place. 

Ɣ Looks different from CLARIN page (and it is quite confusing, maybe I’m on 
some other consortia’s page now?). 

Ɣ URL is long and strange (am I on the right place?): http://clarin.us12.list-
manage.com/subscribe?u=8bae79dc9813797e81387ebaa&id=0a48566818 

 

5.4.2 Testperson B 
Ɣ Newsletter – possibility to subscribe to the monthly CLARIN Newsflash should 

be also on the main page in the same row with applications and log in. 
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5.5 5. CLARIN Portal 
Different home pages for new and logged-in users are confusing. If there is need for 
different pages, there could be a link to the other possibility (with a remark “accessible 
when logged in” for one of them).  

5.5.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ And the CLARIN Portal (New Users Start Here!) sends us back to Home page 

 

5.5.2 Testperson B 
Ɣ Services > CLARIN Portal (New users start here!) Click on it and you are back 

on the main page. What`s the point? 
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5.6 6. Consistency of pages (visually different pages) 
Unification for better usability (and especially usability for vision impaired people) is 
needed. Important pages such as Subscribing to Newsletter, VLO are visually 
different. 

5.6.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ VLO-page doesn’t have CLARIN home page button, so have to go via back 

and back…VLO looks different from CLARIN, should be unified with UIG.  
 

5.6.2 Testperson C 
 

Ɣ Feedback from a vision impaired person: VLO page colours are unclear and it 
is tiring to see the text on this background. 
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5.7 7. Contact(s) page 

5.7.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ Contact page is missing information about people. At least contacts/names 

from Central Office should be present. 
Ɣ And I finally and accidentally found some personalised contacts :) 

 

5.7.2 Testperson C 
x We do not see the self-descriptions of the relationship to CLARIN - maybe it 

is good to have it, as people have provided it? And to design it initially for the 
self-presentation on the contacts page, not just for the information of 
administrator?  
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5.8 8. Sub-menus, sub-headings 

5.8.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ About menu has too many headings. I assume there are a lot of searches 

looking for some specific National Consortia, consortia could be separate 
menu. Also it is a popular content’s item. 

 
Ɣ In my opinion it would be better, if the NC’s pages open in a new window. 

And it is an overall problem for me, that all pages which are not in CLARIN 
main website do not open in a new window for example if you type a word to 
a featured resource, then the resource opens in that same window). 
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Ɣ About menu contains of many many many different sub-menus, which are not 

logically connected. Are these Specification Documents necessary to a 
common/new user? Or: 

 
Or: 
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x License Terms under Centers menu. License might something users are 

looking from CLARIN website. As a user, I would look for “Licenses, 
Agreements, Legal Terms”, “Formats and Standards” in Documentation, not 
Centers.  
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Ɣ Menu and Page are duplicating information; menu goes too long… 
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5.9 9. FAQ and Help 

5.9.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ Glossary does not belong to About menu, rather to Help (with FAQ). 

 

 
Ɣ FAQ is well hidden in about menu. The division of FAQ topics is overall 

good. If I was on CMDI page, then the FAQ on CMDI questions was present. 
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5.9.2 Testperson C 

 
 

Ɣ There is FAQ section within CLARIN category (that is also hard to find as 
well as “popular content”)  

 
 

Ɣ The FAQ section does not have any section about the CLARIN website, 
website membership rules and advantages, website logic. 

Ɣ FAQ outline is inconsistent: CLARIN in general allows to see the questions 
(very good!). 
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Ɣ Metadata section and technical infrastructure section organize questions in 
categories, but the logic of the user may be different from the logic of the 
webmaster, so navigating between “basics” and “concepts” is an extra effort. 
Might be helpful to preserve the categories as headings and still to have the 
questions listed. 

  
Ɣ At the Service Provider Federation page, there are FAQ links at the bottom - 

maybe it will make sense to link them also to the FAQ section or technical 
FAQ section?  
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5.10 Other 

5.10.1 Testperson A 

 
Ɣ What are these resources and why are these separately? 

 
Ɣ A hidden page, but could be very well accessible via Showcases. 
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Ɣ And the guidelines are….where? 

 
 
 

 
Ɣ The menu on the left disappeared! The CLARIN for Oral History page does 

not connect logically with other sub-menus. 
 
 
 
 

5.10.2 Testperson C 
Ɣ National Consortia: member homepages need to be checked, many are 

outdated (see FIN-CLARIN). Some of the home pages links go to the 
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webpages in English and some to the webpages in the national languages: 
consistency is needed. 
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Ɣ “Guidelines” page seems under construction, but actually there is a good 

material on videoconferencing, that can only be retrieved through left menu 
and can be easily overlooked by users. 

 
 

Ɣ “CLARIN-related research and user involvement activities” questionnaire 
seems a great documentation tool, but can it be found from “documentation” 
by the members? Could it be linked on a member log-in page or on the main 
page to make it more visible and used?  
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Ɣ When filling up the webform with text example and overlooking some boxes, 
there follows a precise indication of what is missing:  

 

 
 

 
 

Ɣ But when you fill the form out, only the message “thank you very much for 
informing us about the activity” follows - you do not get a confirmation to the 
e-mail or have the form accessible at the site even if you are logged in filling 
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the form (which might be needed if you need to update the activity and do not 
remember the exact name of it) and there is no indication how the information 
given is going to be processed (for instance, it will be published within 1 
month or reviewed within 2 weeks or something like that) and no indication 
where exactly you can find activities reported by others.  

 

 
 

Ɣ If you try to update the previous activity or correct the wrong information and 
you even remember its exact name, you have to start all over, no information 
given by you before is pre-saved:  
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Ɣ “Videos” links “Multimedia” (would be better to have a common name) and 

there are only four videos linked, though at the Youtube channel that is linked 
there are many more recent videos. Maybe it is good to indicate that Youtube 
is the most updated resource if the constant updating of multimedia on site is 
not possible. 
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Ɣ Technology section: Component metadata is very well structured and 
interlinked (to the metadata FAQ, for example). Would be great if there were 
links back to technology from the “Services”, because “About” -> 
“Technology” logics may not be as obvious to the user's oriented to the 
concrete service and its technical details.  

 
Ɣ “Content search” nominations are unstable: it is called “content search” in the 

“About: Technology” menu and Applications menu, “searching multiple 
corpora” on the main webpage and “federated content search” on the page it is 
described. Would be good to have “Federated Content Search” as a subtitle on 
all those pages in terms of consistency.   
 

 
 

Ɣ Depositing services section is also very well structured. Maybe a little more 
user-oriented and encouraging language would be good for the users (not 
describing depositing services as thing in itself, but more in advertisement-like 
manner as benefits for the user).  
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Ɣ Clarin-d.de links to the depositing centers are outdated:  
 
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#berlin 

http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#hamburg 
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#stuttgart 
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#mannheim 
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#saarbruecken 
 
 

http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#berlin
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#hamburg
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#stuttgart
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#mannheim
http://www.clarin-d.de/en/clarin-d-centres#saarbruecken
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Ɣ Easy access to protected resources: very user-friendly (understandable, 
structured, interlinked). For even more user-friendliness, I would add to “In 
the meanwhile, you can request a CLARIN account if you want to access these 
services from another country or from an institution that does not participate in 
these identity federations.” the information that CLARIN account creation can 
require some days to get approval from the webmaster.  

 

 

https://user.clarin.eu/user/register
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Ɣ Logging through the federated search works well and quickly, both through 

the target site and through CLARIN EU Service Provider:  
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Ɣ Link to Nederlab does not work:  

https://www.nederlab.nl/onderzoeksportaal/login/ 
 

5.11 Miscelaneous points 
x Will links change after new webpage? Some users might have bookmarked some 

links http://clarin.eu/content/concept-registry-coordinators 
http://www.ep.liu.se/ecp_article/index.en.aspx?issue=116;article=002  
etc. 

x It seems that CLARIN main page has too much content. Information could be 
separated for users who wants search and use a resource, users who want to 
deposit resources, users looking information about CLARIN organization, users 
who look for national consortia, users who look for contact. Another section could 
be for truly advanced users, who look for harvesting or CMDI or other technical 
things. And the third section to intranet. 

x There are a lot of pages, which are not connected to menus; they became visible 
via some links or search. 

x  “Showcases” would be more logical to look for under Services, not 
Documentation (or can be linked to both).   

x About: Technology section is very well structured and well described. 

x Language Resource Inventory links to the Depositing Services, but not vice versa 
(although it may be useful to mention the Language Resource Inventory for those 
depositing as they might have in mind some helpful and interesting resources not 
needing depositing but good for metadata submission).  

https://www.nederlab.nl/onderzoeksportaal/login/
http://clarin.eu/content/concept-registry-coordinators
http://www.ep.liu.se/ecp_article/index.en.aspx?issue=116;article=002
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x Language Resource Inventory and Easy Access to Protected Resources are 
separate. Might be good to have them interlinked to show possibility of exploring 
more resources to those interested in protected ones and to show the easy access 
possibility to those who have accessed the webpage through the external search 
engine and not aware of Federated Login possibilities.  
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6 Appendix 2: CLARIN new website usability testing report 
Summary: Four persons have tested CLARIN new website separately. One person was 
not familiar with the old CLARIN website and she was provided with general evaluation 
guidelines. Her results are at the last section. The results and suggestions structured by 
functionality and testpersons follow further. In general, new website is much more 
convenient and structured website compared to the old one; it is very good that on the 
main page is a short overview of CLARIN and the news section is very good – it has got 
good location and solution. The overall problem for all testers was the color of links, 
which is difficult to separate from the text. There exist some minor inconsistencies in 
presenting new links, logos, and images. 
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6.1 Home Page 

6.1.1 Testperson A 

 
- I was tempted to click on the CLARIN logo on home page. Nothing happened 

though; is this logo in this size suitable? 

 
- Also on the old page: Applications and Login are grouped together for some 

reason? Are applications only available to log in users? 
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6.1.2 Testperson B 

 
- Same function, different solution. It would be nice if Learn more button 

was also in the end of the CLARIN`s overview. Currently, there is a link Read 

more. Unified solution would be better. 

 

6.1.3 Testperson C  
- The description of CLARIN on the main page is detailed and only after 

“read more” there comes “CLARIN in a nutshell”, a short and concise 
introduction. Maybe it can be displayed before the more detailed information? 
Or even be present as a link on the main page?  

 
 

- “Feedback welcome” link to google form is encouraging and well-functioning.  
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6.2 Creating a new Account 
- no changes on that page 

6.3 Using Search 

6.3.1 Testperson A 

 
- Search results unclear: the latest VLO is on the 4th position. 

 
- If you search for ‘Glossary’ web services glossary comes up. 
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- I was actually searching for this Glossary. (If I started to for in CELR, one of the 

first things was to go through this glossary and get familiar with the terminology 
and abbreviations. So, in my opinion, this page should at least come up in 
Search). 

- There is no menu Home-About-Documentation, where I can find Glossary. I went 
to a page where I remembered was a green glossary keyword in order to get 
there. 

- Nothing changed in search. 
 

6.3.2 Testperson C  
- Search results have now the date and author mark-up that helps to understand 

what the newest information is. That is very helpful! Still, it would be helpful to 
sort the results either by relevance or by date (if that is possible).  
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- Having Search bar on every page you browse is also helpful, thanks for this 

update!  
- Some test processes still pending on a new website (searched for “portal”, 

retrieved “test”):  
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- and if you click on the “test”: 

 

6.4 Subscribing to Newsletter 

6.4.1 Testperson A 
- Nothing has changed in this page. 

6.4.2 Testperson C 
- Subscribing worked quick and nice (around 2 minutes):  
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6.5 CLARIN Portal 
6.5.1 Testperson A 

 

- When you click on the CLARIN Portal on 
https://www.clarin.eu/content/services, you will be forwarded into Showcases 
and Featured Resources page. 

- Could CLARIN portal be accessible via and visible on the home page? 

6.5.2 Testperson C  

- Would be good to have a separate link to portal in the main menu, otherwise the 
logic of searching for it once you need is not clear, especially for inexperienced 
users who have found it once.   

- Once again, showcases and featured resources are not defined. What is the 
difference?  

- Links to “other resources” below the featured once and an encouraging sentence 
to explore whole CLARIN website would be good on the portal page for the new 
users.  

https://www.clarin.eu/content/services
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6.6 Contact(s) page 

6.6.1 Testperson A 

 
- Maybe link to the governance page could be there. 
- Nothing changed on this page, still no person-contacts. 

 

6.6.2 Testperson B 
- Page not found. The last sentence of the page: how to get to Utrecht. Click 

on the link ...

 

 

... and you will see this: 
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6.6.3 Testperson C  
- The majority of the website users would be first interested in the newsletter, 

mailing list and helpdesk, so I would put them before the CLARIN main office 
contacts.  

- missing the self-presentations of CLARIN website users we all fill in when 
registering - would be great to have it represented somewhere and to be 
retrieved via search, as keywords used in self-presentations can be of great 
interest to other users.    

6.7 Sub-menus, sub-headings 

6.7.1 Testperson A 
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-If you click on some governance menu link, the Governance menu disappears and to 
choose another governance menu, you’d have to go back. It would be more convenient, if 
the Governance menu is apparent all the time. 

 
 

6.7.2 Testperson C  
 

- New concise and well-structured technology introduction under “About” section. 
Good to navigate and read. Would be great to have a hyperlink to it also from the 
“Services” section as “About” can easily be understood by inexperienced user as 
“About CLARIN” only.  

- “Easy access to protected resources” also easy and helpful.  
- “Log in” link - would be good if somewhere the benefits of signing in were 

shortly introduced. For instance, “logged-in users can bookmark pages, create 
virtual collections of links, have access to restricted data and services, leave 
comments etc.”  

 

6.8 FAQ and Help 

6.8.1 Testperson A 

 
- FAQ or Help could be also on a menu bar. 
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- I would like previously opened question to close, if I click on another. If you click 

on a link in FAQ, then click back, then all previous questions will be closed. If you 
have many of them open before clicking links and going back, it is at first 
confusing - you instinctively search for the fourth question opened for example. 

 
- If you click on the CLARIN Portal link in 5th question, you will be directed to 

home page. 

6.8.2 Testperson B 
- FAQ section is a bit difficult to find (unless you use the search bar). 
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6.8.3 Testperson C  
- Could not find FAQ or Help from the main menu. If I search “FAQ”, I get some 

scattered results.  
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if I open the first search result, it does not show me the path to “FAQ”, just “Home”. 

  

6.9 New Design, new layout, font etc. 

6.9.1 Testperson A 

 
- (FAQ) some links are bold-italic, some are normal. Although I have to say, that 

the bold and italic ones are much much better to distinguish from the text. 

 
- (FAQ) some text is in bold-italic: I thought there is a link as well, but no. 
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- Different logo on the tab. 

 

- No logo on the tab. 
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- The text is originally really small; and links are almost the same color as text 

itself. 

 
- Some links are bold, some not. 

6.9.2 Testperson C  

- Having Attention Deficit Disorder: dark-blue links in a black text almost 
everywhere are really easy to go unnoticed. Could they be changed to a more 
contrasting (and conventional) bright blue?  

- VLO has a new appearance but the link pictures are old ones, that might be 
confusing 
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6.10 Virtual collections 

6.10.1 Testperson C  
- Great feature!  
- I created a couple of test collections (with no data added yet), but could not 

retrieve them through filters in “My collections” to further modify and/or add 
data to them.  

 
 

- The interface spoke partial Russian to me automatically (that is nice) but moving 
between the choices in description of a new collection and “Help” section was a 
nuisance to a person spoiled by visual and handy help items in VLO. Would be 
great if the “Help” section could also be presented by chunks beside the choice 
windows (i.e. the explanation of extensional/intentional behind a question mark 
right beside the choice bar).  
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6.11 Other 

6.11.1 Testperson A 

 
- Links could be open? Like the one ‘Centre registry’? 
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- There is no link to VLO (maybe I don’t see it). 
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- Old VLO picture. 

 
- Strange page: you have to scroll really down and to click next for 19 times to see 

all the participants. and the logos are really bad quality: 
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- Spelling mistake (intentional?) Overview of CLARIN centres 

6.11.2 Testperson B 
- Need to update data. Center of Estonian Language Resources has 4, not 3 

NC partners.  
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- On the Depositing services page are some error links. Rows from HZSK to 

UdS (Germany) – click on the linked phrases ...
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... and you will see this.

 

 

- Harmful website. Click on the link Estonian language resources (ibid) and 

you will see this:

 

 

- No picture, only file name. Services > CLARIN portal > Showcases > 

DiaCollo. There is no picture before the overview, only file name (this applies to 

all showcases). What`s the point? 
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- Typo. First line: … resources and technology fom different perspectives: 

 

 

6.11.3 Testperson C  

- Inconsistency in bookmarking: on the Portal page, “bookmark this page” appears 
at the top of the page; on the participants’ page, “bookmark this page” is on the 
bottom and you have to scroll down quite some screens to see it.  

6.12 Testperson D (New) 
General impression: Very clean and clear presentation. All main points are accessible 
through the home page. The overall structure is logical. The newsreel is a very good and 
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easily accessible feature. Also the links to Glossary makes all the acronyms 
understandable – very user-friendly. 
 
But, to my mind, there are several shortcomings. The main one – the blue color used for 
indicating links is, on one hand, quite appropriate, but the links somehow are not very 
well visible if they are embedded in the text. In comparison, the acronyms with links to 
glossary are much more visible due to them being of different color and underlined. 
Another general remark is that there is no sharing add-ons available to share the website 
content. For example, to repost the news or events’ information on social media. 
User account 
After some deliberation I understood that “Clarin Identity” is directly connected to Clarin 
Identity Provider and that is why was called as such, but at the first read I found the 
wording strange and overwhelming, particularly because I am actually registering an 
account (this word is used further in the process). 

 
However is it later called a CLARIN account. 

 
 
The following fields are very straightforward and understandable, but I, personally, have 
no idea how telephone in E.123 format looks like. I am used to see in this case a format 
example. For example +xxx xxxx xxxx. 

 
I also got confused about the Postal address. First of all, why there is need for it in the first 
place? You have the user e-post for contact. Secondly, the user personal address or the 
address of the institution s/he works in? If the latter, then you already have the user’s 
workplace address, since s/he already wrote the name of Clarin Partner or Member 
Institute. Returning to information format. If there is important to input telephone in a 
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certain way, what about the address? It can be put in number of ways or orders. So which 
one is the right one? 
Search 
I do not know much of the subject matter of the website, so I put some general search 
terms and cannot do a proper analysis of the relevance of the returned results. So some 
general notes… 
Breadcrumbs 

 
There is a breadcrumbs feature on every page which is of course very convenient, but if I 
put in word “conference” into the search engine and open one of the provided links, for 
example: 

 
And there is no breadcrumbs. I personally would very much want to look through all 
CLARIN Conferences, but there is place to do that. I suppose that conferences’ 
descriptions and attached materials are somehow connected to Events, but there is no 
connection here. 
Another returned result was:  

 
No breadcrumbs again. I just have the feeling that this page is simply stranded on the 
website and have no idea why it is here. By reading the text, I see that it is an event during 
the conference, so should it be in some way attached to the said conference? 
Events 
Table 
I do not know if it is particularly important for anybody else, but I do not think that 
presenting the events in chronological order is enough. For example, I would like the 
possibility to sort the events by country (what’s going at my home country?), by continent 
(if the user knows s/he has low budget that going to the other end of the world is out of 
the question right from the start) 
Event description 
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The date is not particularly visible. It looks more like a heading for the photo above it. 
What does 16:00 in this context actually mean? The program says that conference starts 
at 9:00. Or it can be just a typo, since other events are done right. 
What I really miss in this context is the ability to post the Event as a Facebook event or 
add the date directly to the Google calendar or other such media. 
 
Newsletter 
Subscription to newsletter works seamlessly. The confirmation letter arrives right away. 
But the subscription link is not particularly visible. I must be a rather lazy user since I do 
not read the text on the websites, I just look for large button with direct functions. I almost 
did not see the text about the newsletter and went to read the news right away. 
Services and Applications 
 The services and applications themselves are very complex so I will not go into them, but 
concentrate on how they are presented to the user on the webpage.  
First of all, I do not particularly understand the button placement on the bar. 

 
As in, they are so far from each other. At first, I thought it is because you need to log in to 
use the Applications, but there is no need for that. Then I compared the Services and 
Applications and the first block of the Applications is the same as the Services. The 
Services page with the images does look better than the Applications page, of course, but 
in the middle of it is another image for “Web services and applications” so it gets rather 
confusing. Particularly, because the link to Virtual Collection Registry appears in Web 
services and applications, Services and Applications. 
The website has a several lists of projects and institutions and their databases so it rather 
hard to navigate, so I asked myself if there is a search engine that just allows me to search 
in everything at the same time. As a representative of a Google generation, I do not like to 
search in each database separately. When I clicked on the Content Search, my first 
reaction was: and where is the search field? After reading the text, I did find the practically 
invisible link to the powerful Content Search page.  
Not to get into much detail about my exploitations, I would like to say it was rather 
difficult for me to understand how I should search. Because if metadata from Language 
Resource Inventory if harvested into Virtual Language Laboratory why there is a need for 

https://clarin.ids-mannheim.de/vcr
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LRI now? So if I want to search the content, I need to go to Content Search and if I want 
metadata then to VLL? Why are they separate? 
Since I am not particularly familiar with the characteristics of linguistic materials, I cannot 
pass any opinion on the search engines of the resourses and so forth, but one question 
was on my mind: how do I know if the materials of all CLARIN consortium participants 
are there, since none of three search engine interfaces allows to search by institution, at 
least I did not see that possibility.  
I also would like to remark, that since there so many links that send to the resources 
outside of the webpage, would it not be more effective for them to open in the new 
window? Because if the user starts to perform a complicated search in the opened 
database, it is hardly possible for him to return to CLARIN webpage with one click of the 
Back button. 
 
Links that do not work. 
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7 Appendix 3: Virtual Language Observatory testing report 
The VLO faceted browser was tested for usability. It was tested by three persons, 
advantages and disadvantages were pointed out.  
New elaborated search features that are represented through intuitive and simple iconic 
visual cues. Disadvantages: search engine shortcomings, especially in national 
languages (i.e., if you know the name of the resource in the original language but cannot 
retrieve it). Some features could be represented more user-friendly and users will 
benefit from a more detailed Help description and a screencast guiding them through 
search examples involving a number of search advantages. The VLO looks visually 
different from CLARIN-ERIC main page. Help menu is really helpful – introduces 
different possibilities for searching. Link to FAQ could be also on Help page (and does 
FAQ cover also new VLO?). 
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7.1 MAIN PAGE 
Screenshot 1. 

 
9 Advantages: 

o “Scroll down to see all records and facet options” remark is helpful both 

for explorers of VLO and for searchers to have good examples of search 

structuring. 
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9 Disadvantages: 

o What is VLO? – It would be nice if there were a link or a button About 

VLO. I would like to know what VLO is before I start to use it. Currently 

I can find this information by clicking on Help button (this is not the 

place where I supposed to find that kind of information). 

o What`s the point of Virtual Language Observatory link (top right)? 

7.2 LAYOUT 
Screenshot 2. 

 
9 Advantages: 

o Pictograms are very intuitive and helpful, all links work correctly and 

graphical information helps to reveal the meaning of pictograms, to get 

metadata and to learn quickly what pictograms stay for. 

 

Screenshot 3. 
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9 Disadvantages: 

o This Help dialog box is really hard to read, if there is one-two words 

per line. 

o Some of the dialog boxes are black and some are white. 

o I would like Help to open in a new window, so I can read help and 

search in parallel 

7.3 SEARCH 
Screenshot 4. 

 
9 Disadvantages: 

o I can choose only one language. It would be more convenient if I could 

select more than one language at once. 

Screenshot 5. 
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9 Disadvantages: 

o Just searching for “tasakaalus” gives Eesti keele puudepank, which is 

not the corpora I searched for (same for “tasakaalus korpus”). 

o If you move on to the next search value, then the last one is not closing 

(in this case I decided that Collection is not what I want and moved on 

to Resource type and Collection still left open). Actually the Balanced 

Corpus (in Estonian ‘Tasakaalus korpus” is not present via VLO. 

Screenshot 6. 

 
9 Disadvantages: 

o Here all the other search values are missing. 

Screenshot 7. 
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9 Disadvantages: 

o Values are missing (or are these the only values that ESTMORFCORP 

has?) 

Screenshot 8. 

 
9 Advantages: 

o Link to Federated Content Search and integrated categories search are 

very smart and intuitively friendly to look for same language, same 

category. Really smart! 

Screenshot 9. 
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9 Advantages: 

o Bookmarking and feedback options very nicely presented. For less 

intuitive people (elder ones, Attention Deficit) the guided tour or a 

screencast would really be a great help to discover the features not 

discovered yet. 

Screenshot 10. 

 
9 Advantages and disadvantages: 

o External linking (for instance, processing with Language Switchboard) 

is great, but it would be great to have this opportunity described in Help. 

Help description is very nicely short now but it would be nice to have a 
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longer version with all features of the renewed VLO listed for people 

willing to use them and getting stuck. 

Screenshot 11. 

 
 

 

9 Disadvantages: 

o I also looked for the Estonian balanced corpus and I got another, 

Estonian Language Institute corpus, because of the words “thus isn't 

representative nor well balanced.” It took me quite some time to figure 

it out even though I knew the corpus is not the right one and it would be 

even more demanding task for a non-suspicious user. Would it be 

possible to highlight search words in the search results shown to the 

user? 

Screenshot 12. 
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9 Advantages and disadvantages: 

o I then found the same corpus through Estonian search “tasakaalus 

korpus” (balanced corpus). Actually, I found it described in other 

resource description (Eesti keele puudepank / Estonian Treebank). 

Screenshot 13. 

 
9 Advantages and disadvantages: 

o Using the name from the link (“grammatikakorpus”) did not work, but 

the corpus description and corpus query was still accessible from the 

link provided. 

o I also tried to search for “mixed corpus estonian” and was successful. 

 

Screenshot 14. 
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9 Disadvantage: 

o If you click on next page, you’ll be forwarded to the end of the next 

page. Would be better to be directed to the top 

Screenshot 14. 

 
9 Disadvantage: 

o Availability and search options have no help-dialog boxes. 
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7.4 GENERAL 
9 One thing I miss sometimes is the knowledge what is the logics of the search: 

is it relevance or chronology or something else behind the hierarchy of results? 

Would be great to know or to retrieve from the Help or Information.  

9 Left menu is really helpful, especially as it orients to the current searches – and 

lists most represented languages if your search is blank, or i.e. just Estonian 

language if you are looking for Estonian. Really good! 

9 About-VLO Short Guide is a pdf on CLARIN web: 

https://www.clarin.eu/file/1601, from 2010. 

9 About-FAQ is on CLARIN page and again visually different. 

9 Links on the Help and About page are not visible very well – colour is slightly 

bluer than other text. 

7.5 Later / additional findings 
 

 
- Info button of hovering information, why FCS (some of the resources don’t have 

that link). If you click on the FCS, you’ll be directed to search all available 
collections, not just this one. 

 

https://www.clarin.eu/file/1601
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- If you click on a resource in the bottom and then click back, you’ll be directed 

back to the top of the page. 
 

 
- Actually I first selected language, then resource type and then modality, but the 

show in different order (breadcrums bar?): written, English, Corpus. 
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- Show the original provider’s page for this record. Not present always, but why? 

 
- If you click on the Search page for this record, then new page opens: 

 
- Maybe some info or hover information could be for explanation. 
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- No logo on the tab. 
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8 Appendix 4: Federated Content Search usability testing 
report 

The Federated Content Search provides the opportunity to search multiple resources 
through common aggregator. Three testpersons have tested the aggregator’s usability 
according to its appearance, functions and metadata.  

8.1 Appearance 

8.1.1 Testperson A 
 

 
Different name – why Content Search instead of Federated Content Search? 
 
 

 
Small unnoticeable link to search engine – the link should be more prominent. 
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8.1.2 Testperson B 

 
- confusing links to aggregator, one above, one below, what to click 

 

 
- nice that you can move to other services, but no way for getting to 

CLARIN main page 
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8.1.3 Testperson C 

 
In the „About“ section there is a good overview of people involved in FCS, server 
log statistics and a list of software components, but a clear and concise user guide 
is lacking. There are no links to CLARIN website and Content Search usage and 
technology description available there.  

 
In the above right corner there is a pictogramme leading to CLARIN services – 
could it be also indicated in words? Otherwise it is quite hard to deliberately use 
it to go to CLARIN.  
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8.2 Features and functions 

8.2.1 Testperson A 

 
Language filter does not work – by selecting the language (e.g. Estonian) is the result: 

 
… 1 matching collections found, BUT the list of collections is long… Why?  
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Collections filter does not work – I selected all 3 available Estonian collections…  
… and use the collections`specified language to filter results. 

 
 
And the result was: 
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14 matching collections found – how is this possible? There are only 3 Estonian 
collections! The results consist other langugaes too. Filter does not work. 

8.2.2 Testperson B 

 
- if Phonetic Transcriptions are not there, why even show them? As a 

teaser? :) 
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- this CLOSE button is not really intuitive, there might be a SEARCH button 

instead 
 

 
- If I have specified the language I have to press SEARCH again, at first I 

waited and waited and then chose once again the language and only then 
realized that I have to press SEARCH 
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- (the search progress line is too long, it gives the impression that you’d 

have to wait more than actually goes) 
 

 
- during the Search it shows from how many collections the search was 

done, but the result does not show that 
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- some kind of error if I searched for house in Estonian 

 

 
- First use the collections' specified language then also use a language 

detector while searching ‘house’ and in Estonian does not work. 
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- Do I have to expand and select all, if I want to search all sub-collections? 

And does the X above saves search or do I have to scroll down? 
 

8.2.3 Testperson C 

 
Trying search for English, I chose to limit the collection with those including 
„dependencies“. The collections sectrion counted 19 collections but showed only 
three of them. If I selected all, it was still 19, but the rest of collections were hidden.  
To choose the exactly three collections I had to deselect all and then to click 
every one collection independently. I think „select all“ is ambiguous here, a lot of 
users would think it means „select all shown“.  
„Close“ button is ambiguous as well, „choose“ would be better here. 
I also lacked information how the collection search works: does it only include 
words included in the metadata? How do I know what might be included in 
metadata? Can I look for similar collections or use facets as in VLO to find some 
more resources that are described through synonyms for example? What do I do 
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if I want to simultaneously search in two collections and I know their names but 
they can not be found through a single search? Will I have to search separately 
then? Or could I save collections found for a futuure common search in them?  

 
I tried to use Weblicht for a search I performed, and I succeeded in logging in 
through my University account (very good!) 

 
But at the Weblicht page I see a lot of possibilities and not a single guide to use 
them – just a helpdesk to report issues and get personalised help.   
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The download-button only downloads the search result shown on the screen 
(only 20 results), not the results for the whole corpus. This might not be 
transparent for the user and not very convenient for the user also.  
 
 

 
 
The number of hits shown on the screen is changed non-intuitively (nothing 
indicates it is hits-per-collection and not hits-per-search) and you can not just 
write another number in the slot, the old number (10 hits) needs to be activated 
to change. Takes time to understand that.  
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8.3 Metadata 

8.3.1 Testperson A 

 
Deficient information about the collection – what is the name of collection? I suppose 
that est-news_2011_300K is the name of subcollection. And where I could find the 
collection? The link would be a good idea. 



9 Appendix 5: CLARIN website’s showcases report 
Showcases representation on the main CLARIN website (old version) was tested for usability and guided tours/screencast candidates. Each 
showcase representation, access and usability was tested by two persons, advantages and disadvantages of the representation and access to the 
showcase tools and resources was pointed out.  
Showcases form a great example set of multilingual and monolingual resources that represent good practices and innovation in both Language 
Technology and Digital Humanities area. They form a richly diverse set and represent useful metadata and contacts of the developers.  
For improvement, unification on the level of tags, keywords, metadata description of the interlinked resources and screenshots is needed, also 
checking of the resources and maybe labelling the descriptions with a time tag. Main page visual representation can be changed to more user-
friendly and intuitive.  
Several showcases need the revision of the introductory texts, especially on the main webpage, to clearly point out uniqueness and advantages of 
the resource.  
Target group-oriented approach could be benefitial for the showcases representation and hierarchy: division to Digital Humanitaria (and more 
specific areas) and Language Technology (and more specific areas). For a new user, language index menu could also be helpful. Tag system could 
benefit from being united with other CLARIN subpages and resources described.  
Guided tour/screencast candidates out of the currently presented showcases:  
1. Word Ties 
2. Keeleveeb Query 
3. Poly-GrETEL Search Engine for Querying Syntactic Constructions in Parallel Treebanks 
4. Spokes – a conversational corpus search engine  
5. The Glossa corpus search system 
 
Concrete user-experience guided questions to consider regarding the presentation of showcases: 

䖩 What does it mean showcases? It would be nice if there were a short introduction (both on the main page and subpage). 
䖩 The section Showcases are invisible on the main page. You have to scroll down to see the section. 

http://clarin.eu/showcase/diacollo
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䖩 It would be more convenient, if you could click on the section title to see the showcases. Currently you have to look for the tiny blue text 
See more showcases below one showcase`s introduction text. 

䖩 It seems like the image/logo works as a link to website, but it doesn`t. 
䖩 Tags lead only to Showcases, might be a little confusing; I thought, that NedelLab is the only resource having the tag data! 
䖩 Showcases could be divided somehow - for linguists, historians etc or some other way. at present you’d have to scroll down to see all of 

them. 
䖩 Most of the showcases are for Dutch, other languages could be included as well. 

9.1 Usability and representation testing results per showcase:  
 

Nederlab, online laboratory for humanities research on Dutch text collections 

 Testperson2 Testperson1 Comments 

Description`s advantages Ɣ Good and informative 
description, not too specific. 

Ɣ All links are working correctly. 

Ɣ 3rd paragraph is the most 
informative. 

 

Description`s disadvantages Ɣ Description’s second passage 
duplicates partly the first one – 
useless and waste users’ time. 

Ɣ No contacts (e.g. e-mail address) 

Ɣ A screenshot could be more helpful 
than a logo. 

Ɣ No contacts presented. 
Ɣ From the description it is unclear if 

one needs to login to use the tool. 

 

Showcase Ɣ Nederlab website, manual etc. 
are only in Dutch. One needs to 
know Dutch if one wants to use 
it. 

Ɣ All descriptions are in Dutch only.  
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Spokes – a conversational corpus search engine 

 Testperson2 Testperson3 Comments 

Description` advantages Ɣ Good and informative 
description. 

Ɣ All links are working correctly. 

Ɣ Good and concise description. 
Ɣ All links are working.  
Ɣ BNC part is especially worthful as 

it is accessible to the many 
interested users  

Testperson2: it could 
be one of the demos. 

Description`s disadvantages Ɣ No tags listed. 
Ɣ No contacts present. 

Ɣ Links to the CLARIN partner and 
contacts are missing.  

Ɣ More technical description would 
be beneficial (e.g. mentioning 
KWIC representation along with 
broader context and metadata 
retrieval possibility).  

Ɣ Would benefit from more graphical 
information (screenshots). 

Testperson3: 
http://pelcra.clarin-
pl.eu/SpokesBNC/ 
(as it is in English, 
very intuitive and 
concise) could be 
used as the good 
demo example.  

Showcase Ɣ The website is in English, that’s 
very good. 

Ɣ A clear and usable design. 
 

Ɣ Great intuitive graphical interface 
that has all the neccessary 
metainformation.  

Ɣ BNC part general is enough and 
specific enough to form a great 
demo example. It is in English, 
too!  

 

ABaC:us – Austrian Baroque Corpus 

 Testperson2 Testperson1 Comments 

http://pelcra.clarin-pl.eu/SpokesBNC/
http://pelcra.clarin-pl.eu/SpokesBNC/
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Description`s advantages Ɣ Good and informative 
description, not too specific. 

Ɣ Instructive attachment. 
 

Ɣ A specific resource, yet a good 
informative introduction 

Testperson2: Why 
there is an extra 
ABaC:us link in the 
left menu bar (in 
section Showcases)? 

Description`s disadvantages Ɣ The link 
(https://acdh.oeaw.ac.at/abacus/) 
in the end of the first passage 
does not open when clicked. The 
web page opens if the link is 
pasted into address bar. 

Ɣ ABaC:us is monolingual (it needs 
tag monolingual) 

 

Ɣ Link in the introduction is not 
working (Chrome browser). 

Ɣ Attachement png. file is 
unneccesary, it duplicates the 
picture presented. 

Ɣ I would again prefer the screenshot 
of a web interface. 

Ɣ No contacts presented. 

 

Showcase Ɣ The website is in German. One 
needs to know German to use it. 

Ɣ Web interface is only in German.  

9.2 DiaCollo: collocation analysis in diachronic perspective 
 Testperson1 Testperson2 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Short user guide is very helpful 
and the screencast as well. These 
two could be together (Youtube 
video is now under other links) 

Ɣ The links are working. 

Ɣ Informative. 
Ɣ A short guide on how to use 

DiaCollo (in English). 
Ɣ Many good and useful links. 

 

 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ link: 
http://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/dta/

Ɣ No contacts (e.g. e-mail address) Ɣ The tool does 
not work with 

http://clarin.eu/showcase/diacollo
http://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/dta/diacollo/
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diacollo/ should open in a new 
window, otherwise it is 
complicated to follow 
instructions. 

Ɣ No contacts are given. 

 the short 
guides 
instructions 
(see the 
screenshot at 
the end of the 
document) 

Ɣ Additional 
versions of 
this guide 
link are not 
working. The 
requested 
page 
"/showcase/i
mages/usecas
es/diacollo/Di
aCollo-
diachrone_K
ollokationsan
alyse.pdf" 
could not be 
found. 

Showcase Ɣ Both in German and English Ɣ The tool works correctly (see the 
screenshot at the end of the 
document). 

 

Poly-GrETEL Search Engine for Querying Syntactic Constructions in Parallel Treebanks 

 Testperson1 Testperson3 Comments 

http://kaskade.dwds.de/dstar/dta/diacollo/
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Description´s advantages Ɣ After reading the whole 
introduction it seems to be the 
enough general and enough 
specific resource. 

Ɣ Informative screenshot. 

Ɣ Informative technical description 
pointing out the advantages and the 
tools used and the representation 
features. 

Ɣ Attractive visual information, tags 
and keywords.  

Ɣ All links work correctly  

Could be one of the 
guided tours 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ Introduction on Showcases page 
is limited, too specific (It is 
based on the monolingual 
GrETEL environment) 

Ɣ Link is not clickable on 
Showcases page 

Ɣ No contacts 
Ɣ Again the link opened in the 

same window and when it gets 
closed it closes CLARIN main 
wesite’s page as well. 

Ɣ Main page short description is too 
general. 

Ɣ No contacts given 

Ɣ Is XPath Search still under 
construction? (PolyGrETEL page)  

Ɣ Screenshot expands when clicked 
but that is not obvious for the 
users. 

 

Testperson3: Could 
be one of the demos 
as it is concise and 
general enough. 

Showcase Both in Dutch and English, but tool 
itself and manual are in English only 

Currently available only to English users   

OpenSONAR 

 Testperson2 Testperson1 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Informative. 
Ɣ Manual is in English. 
Ɣ All links are working correctly. 

Ɣ A resource with many research 
options 
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Description´s disadvantages Ɣ The first three paragraphs contain 
a phrase 500 million words – 
excessive repetition. 

Ɣ Description is a little too long. 
 

Ɣ Discouraging introduction - if you 
don’t have technical skills, it would 
be difficult to use. 

Ɣ Screenshot of the web interface 
would be more informative 

Ɣ CLARIN centre INL: what’s the 
abbrevation stands for? 

Ɣ No contacts 
Ɣ What’s the abbrevation SoNaR 

stands for? 

 Don't Remember 
Login: unexpected 
tick-box! 

Showcase Ɣ OpenSONAR is only available to 
users who have logged in. 

Ɣ Impossible to sign in: The system 
encountered an error. 

 

Ɣ Log in succeeded  

Keeleveeb Query 

 Testperson2 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Good description. 
Ɣ Informative picture. 
Ɣ Contact (e-mail address). 

 

x Informative and thorough 
description pointing out 
beneficiary groups  

x Graphical information (main page 
screenshot) 

x E-mail address of the main 
developer. 

Testperson2: it could 
be one of the demos. 

http://clarin.eu/showcase/diacollo
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x A good example of a multi-corpus 
query tool for an inflected 
language with an integrated 
morphological analysis and 
synthesis  

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ What`s the point of the 
attachment? 

 

x I would eliminate “Although there 
are several online dictionaries, both 
Estonian monolingual and 
bilingual containing Estonian, they 
are sometimes difficult to find and 
their simultaneous use is definitely 
complicated.” from the description, 
this is not relevant in the 
multilingual context. Should be 
corrected on the main page and on 
specific showcase page 

x The contact of the project leader is 
missing, as well as the institution 
contact (in case the project leader 
is not reachable). 

x The language of the showcase page 
(and screenshot) is mixed: some 
resources are translated into 
English and Russian, some not. 

x The screenshot expands when 
clicked but it is not obvious. 

x png-file is redundant.  
 

Testperson3: could 
be a good demo in 
case of collaboration 
with developers and 
eliminating some 
minor discrepancies 
of the resource. 
Already has a usage 
instruction that needs 
to be updated.  
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Showcase Ɣ The user interface is in Estonian, 
English and Russian. 

Ɣ Works correctly. 
 

x A good example of a multi-corpus 
query tool for an inflected 
language with an integrated 
morphological analysis and 
synthesis 

x Threelingual interface  

 

WebMAUS: Automatic Segmentation and Labelling of Speech Signals over the Web 

 Testperson2 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Good and informative. 
Ɣ Informative picture. 
Ɣ Helpful links – WebMAUS 

introduction video and how to 
use the video. 

 

x Technically good description 
x Helpful instruction videos.  
x Link to the signal speech centre  

 

 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ The web application can be 
called from the web and can be 
found here – the link does not 
work. 

Ɣ What’s the point of the 
attachment? 

Ɣ No contacts given. 
 

x Main page information too 
technical and specific, it should 
only present main description and 
advantages.  

x png-attachment is redundant. 
x No contact of the centre or the 

project leader are given  
x No direct link to the tool. It took 

me 3 minutes to navigate to 
http://clarin.phonetik.uni-
muenchen.de/BASWebServices/#/s
ervices. 

 

http://clarin.eu/showcase/webmaus-automatic-segmentation-and-labelling-speech-signals-over-web
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Showcase Ɣ I could not find the tool. Application is in English only, though 
English and German are involved. 

 

Detailed interactive mapping of migration in The Netherlands in the 20th century 

 Testperson2 Testperson1 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Good and clear. 
Ɣ Informative picture. 
Ɣ Helpful links. 

  

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ No clear link to the resource. 
Ɣ No tags. 
Ɣ No contacts. 

Ɣ Too specific, only for Netherlands, 
only selected age group. 

Ɣ Printscreen of the search page 
could have been more informative 

Ɣ It took time to find the link to the 
resource. 

Ɣ No contacts given. 
Ɣ Gateway to online data and 

services---> not decribed in the 
introduction. 

http://www.meertens
.knaw.nl/migmap/?la
ng=en 

No instructions what 
to search 

Showcase Ɣ A clear and usable design. 
Ɣ Both in Dutch and English. 

Ɣ Both in Dutch and English.  

Word Ties 

 Testperson2 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Good and clear. 
Ɣ Informative picture. 

x Good main page description  
x Very good technical description  

Testperson2: it could 
be one of the demos. 

http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/kaart
http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/kaart
http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/migmap/?lang=en
http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/migmap/?lang=en
http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/migmap/?lang=en
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Ɣ Helpful example search. 
Ɣ Useful attachment. 

x Example search steps are provided 
that can be used as a help tool  

x A clear link  
x Useful overview in pdf  

Testperson1: could 
be one of the guided 
tours 
Testperson3: would 
make a great demo 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ No contacts. Ɣ Picture is not informative, 
screenshot would be better  

Ɣ SlidesWordTies not a good 
metadescription for the file, more 
metadata would be good.  

Ɣ More tags are needed.  
Ɣ Contacts are missing.  

 

Showcase Ɣ A clear and usable design. 
Ɣ Works correctly. 
Ɣ Multilingual, interface is in 

English. 

Ɣ Multilingual resource, English as 
an interface language  

 

GrETEL Search Engine for Querying Syntactic Constructions in Treebanks 

 Testperson1 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Very good and informative 
introduction and description 

Ɣ Screenshot of a web search 

x Informative and concise 
description  

x Helpful screenshot (expandable, 
that should be indicated)  

x Good advantages description on 
the main page  

could be one of the 
guided tours 

Testperson3: 
PolyGrETEL is more 
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x Helpful publication link with rich 
information  

general fo the demo, 
otherwise agree  

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ No contacts, no institutions 
Ɣ Links ‘manual’ and ‘user 

scenario’s’ open in the same 
page. 

Ɣ Contacts missing  
Ɣ Tags not interlinked  
Ɣ Links too precise go to a general 

page, needs to be restructured 
 

 

Showcase Ɣ The resource is in Dutch and in 
Afrikaans, all introductory pages 
in English 

Ɣ Bilingual, English-based resource  

Gesta Danorum 

 Testperson1 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages  x A resource for the historical 
Danish  

 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ Introduction on Showcase’s page 
is short - how LT can be 
exploited exactly? 

Ɣ I had to read several times to 
understand, what’s the resource 
about 

Ɣ Search page opened in the same 
tab, difficult to read search 
instructions 

Ɣ No contacts 
Ɣ I would prefer a screenshot from 

search window 

x What is Gesta Danorum? needs to 
be specified on the main page. 

x Picture is not informative, 
screenshot is needed  

x The tool does not load.  
x No contact information is given. 

https://www.clarin.d
k/corpussearch/Saxo/
frames-cqp.html 

Does not load 
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Showcase Ɣ Probably only in Norwegian ?   

The Glossa corpus search system 

 Testperson1 Testperson3 Comments 

Description´s advantages Ɣ Good and clear introduction on 
Showcase’s page. 

Ɣ Screenshot of a web interface 
Ɣ Attachment CLARIN-

Glossa.pdf(although not named 
very well) is very helpful, also in 
English 

Ɣ Link to github 

Ɣ Good description 
Ɣ Informative screenshot  
Ɣ Metainformation helpful  

Could be one of the 
guided tours 

Description´s disadvantages Ɣ ….we are currently developing a 
new version of our corpus search 
and post-processing tool Glossa. 
Glossa allows a user to…: Is it 
not ready yet? 

Ɣ Keywords not tags, should be 
unified 

Ɣ glossa.png: duplicating the 
screenshot 

Ɣ Main-page description too vague 
and general: what are the precise 
advantages? 

Ɣ png is redundant  
Ɣ https://www.clarin.eu/sites/default/

files/CLARIN-Glossa.pdf - no 
metadata description  

 

Showcase Ɣ Also in English   
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9.3 Appendix: DiaCollo error screenshots 
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10 Appendix 6: Usability workshop  

10.1 Announcement: 
Time and place: Wednesday, 26 October, 11:45 – 16:00. Centre de Congrès, 14 
Boulevard Carnot, room: Espace Forbin 1. 

Organizers: Kadri Vare <kadri.vare@ut.ee>, Olga Gerassimenko 
<olga.gerassimenko@gmail.com>; Kairi Tamuri <kairi.tamuri@eki.ee>, Sebastian Drude 
<Sebastian.Drude@clarin.eu> 

Participants: The workshop is targeted to CLARIN usability experts to keep the 
discussion focused. Participation is limited. 

The aim of this workshop is to collect feedback on general and specific usability aspects 
of the CLARIN-ERIC web pages and central services with the aim to improve them and to 
formalize usability evaluation procedures. 

All the participants of CLARIN Annual Conference are welcome to share thoughts and 
ideas of the CLARIN-ERIC web page and/or central services at the Bazaar (the usability 
booth is waiting for you) and during the coffee breaks where we hope to interview you 
on the gains and struggles you have experienced using CLARIN web services. 

 

10.2 Structure of the workshop 
11.45-12.00 Expectations, workshop structuring 
12.00-12.20 Usability criteria 
12.20-13.00 Testing tasks, scenarios 
14.00-14.40 CLARIN website structure 
14.40-15.00 Showcases guidelines 
15.00-15.20 Demos, crucial issues  
15.20-15.50 Best practices to borrow from elsewhere 
15.50-16.00 Discussing follow-ups 

10.3 Services discussed  
- CLARIN ERIC website,  
- Virtual Language Observatory 
- Federated Content Search 
- Discovery Service 
- Virtual Collection Registry 

10.4 Checklist for showcases presenters 
x Stay simple, case oriented 
x Write a cachy intro (a block of text focusing on the novelties and advantages of your 

resource or tool) 
x Give a detailed description:  

o Usage domain, 
o functionality (also mention how it was used already), 
o technical requirements, 
o advantages,  
o languages and metalanguages,  
o provider/developer, 
o visual information: logos, printscreens, 
o contacts (persons, institutions),  
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o PID.  

10.5 Suggestions for the web service demos making  
- Demos should be created by the developers of the service.  
- Simple question as a base for the demo.  
- Step-by-step solving the question.  
- One language, subtitles in diferent languages if needed.  
- Involve users as demo testers.  
- Keep texts short.  
- It is good to have a unified demo format and a youtube account to host demos.  
- Guidelines for unification should be easily accessible.  

10.6 Best practices to borrow to the CLARIN ERIC website from elsewhere  
Practice  Suggester and/or example resource 
PID easy copying/sharing Kadri Vider 
Easy sharing of CLARIN ERIC website 
pages on social media, like Facebook and 
Twitter 

Kadri Vare 

Facebook, Twitter channel and feeds for 
news  

Ineke 

Easy citing of resources Kielipankki 
Making the information on work interests 
of CLARIN website members available to 
other members 

Olga  

Newsletter or blog to RSS Johanna 
Search engine organisation Carolin 
Condensing the texts on website Carolin 
Handbook for amateurs starting to use 
language resources and tools  

Johanna 

Linking up the resources to Wikipedia in 
your language 

Johanna 

Multilingualism and translating the 
CLARIN ERIC website pages by local 
centres 

?  

Involving students, volunteers for 
translating, Wiki etc..  

Olga 

Search button asking where to search ? 
Good graphical design of icons  Kielipankki 
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11 Appendix 7: Questionnaire, Materials and Outline for 
Workshop Participants 

 
1. What are the usability criteria that need to be covered for the sustainable usability 

evaluation and in what form?  
See matrix of usability questions for CLARIN users: 
https://goo.gl/forms/9QVV0SMHHCtOX1W82   

What would you add? What would you change?  
 

2. What are the activities that should be tested and repeated by many users testing 
CLARIN web services?  

2.1 VLO 
2.2 FCS 

 2.3 CLARIN website  
2.4 Discovery Service  
 
Reference materials on usability evaluation   

VLO testing report (partially covers FCS testing):  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-
HFDnHzQjHYTTdsd2tkS2lacGM/view?usp=sharing  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-HFDnHzQjHYSGhKNXAwa1dWYXM  
FCS testing report  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ANFOQqaFCamq5Lwgn59tf5ror9qyHbRUh
Nodp24sQRI  
VLO (FCS) testing screencast: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYZ3dQQmU5QTAwb3M  
New website testing report (covers Virtual Collection Registry testing): 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-HFDnHzQjHYSXBpU2lienVWOXM 
Old website testing report: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYUXJKMFlhQ1FnS1U  

 
3. What needs to be covered for a best showcase presentation?  

3.0 introduction: a catchy short text  
 including domain, advantages, languages and provider of the resource  

3.1 target auditory and/or domain 
3.2 advantages 
3.3 languages and metalanguages  
3.4 technical requirements  
3.5 visual information: screenshots and logos 
3.6 step-by-step demo guide for a simple and frequent activity 
3.7 contact persons and contact institution 
3.8 persistent identifier!  
 

 
Reference: showcases testing report: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYQUhaV2pFSkdvMjA  

  
4. Should demo screencast drafts be more specific or more laconical in some certain 

aspects? What are your feedback to the drafts presented (see below)?  
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4.1 VLO screencast: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYbDZpcjQ2eWg3NU0 
4.2 Keeleveeb Query screencast: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYZjdSdTJGbi1CcE0  
4.3 WordTies screencast (long version): https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYaGZyRzgxeGpocFE 
4.4 WordTies Screencast (short): https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYcHE1cE04SnRibmM 
4.5 WordTies scenario for web demo: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-
HFDnHzQjHYWUJKYnB0ZUtFQ2s 

  
Some questions to consider about screencasts:  
䖃 where to start - CLARIN page or the resource individual page 
䖃 what activities to cover 
䖃 where to be more (or less) specific, what is lacking and what abundant 
䖃 is visual unification needed (CLARIN colors, unified captions, voice-sound 

etc)?  
 
5. What is the best way to implement the demos presented in screencasts?  Screencast 

video OR step-by-step demo?  
 

6. Best practices; some good examples and features of other websites and resources 
which can be used also in CLARIN web and services (feature, source, contact person) 
 

7. All ideas, discussion, questions from participants regarding their own services, webs 
etc. are most warmly welcome.  
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